
Information must be exchanged across  multiple members of 
your team and across numerous tools. You need the ability to 
share details while focusing on a consistent representation of 
the client and story of your case. 

Electronic case management allows you to have synergy across 
platforms and people to avoid missing details and helping 
better meet your clients’ needs. 

Each case contains details that can help make or break your case. Facts that turn 
into key pieces of evidence. Those facts are often buried within a growing amount 
of documents. It’s important for your information, your tools, and your team to 
have synergy, to avoid the risk of missing critical details. 

Case Notebook integrates with Westlaw  and 
word processors to allow you to collaborate with team 
members without the risk of missing details.

of y s agree that it’s important for Case 
Notebook to integrate with their other work tools.85%

“Case Notebook makes me more confident that
I’m not missing critical details.”60%

“Case Notebook helps me collaborate more 
effectively with other team members.”49%

How long does it take to copy text from 
documents or research into your word 
processor or PowerPoint?

How long does it take to locate specific 
documents like pleadings, exhibits, or 
research discoveries?

13 minutes
with Case Notebook

39 minutes
without Case Notebook
3x LONGER

14 minutes
with Case Notebook

89 minutes
without Case Notebook
6x LONGER
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How does Case Notebook help you create synergy?

Synergy

Case Notebook
THOMSON REUTERS

Don’t miss a single detail. SYNERGY

IS ELECTRONIC CASE
FILING IMPORTANT?

Efficiency. Strategy. Synergy. The answer is Case Notebook.
Your clients trust you with the decisions that matter most. Trust us to provide the technology you need to win for them. 
Visit us at 

97%

77%

of lawyers believe that electronic
case management with analysis
capability can help mitigate
critical details on a case.

of lawyers think electronic case file
provide better client service.

  thomsonreuters.ca/casenotebook
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